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Simple, beautiful, addictive.... You might like if: You want a high-octane, action-packed arcade-style game.

Never thought a brick-breaker game could be adrenaline-filled? Guess again.

I'm on the fence with Shatter though. It's fast-paced, slick and has a killer soundtrack, but I feel the gameplay is a little watered
down by the fancy extras they've introduced. In many respects, I'd say it's more akin to those side-scrolling arcade shooters than
a brick-breaker, so feel it'd appeal more to those fans.

A curious modern take on the Breakout-style games (or 1-player Pong). It has the familiar 'bounce the photon to knock out
blocks'... only with tons of explosions. Because who doesn't like massive explosions? The ability to gamble your lives by adding
multiple photons to the field is also pretty neat. Artistically, it's a masterpiece and looks exceptionally sleek and sharp.
Stunningly intense for an arcade game. And if there's one thing I can't fault... dat soundtrack. DAYAM. Talk about getting you
pumped.

Ironically though, in trying fill an ordinarily laid-back brick-breaker with 7 metric tonnes of OOMPH... the actual brick-
breaking is, by-and-large, shoved to the wayside. You get all sorts of new block-types, but tend not to notice them as you can
just shred through it all in under a minute with the ability to push/pull the photon and unleash a Gatling-gun special attack. You
can get so swept up in the slow-mo explosions that you look back and realise you have no idea what just happened. As such, the
regular levels are pretty much hollow formalities leading to the boss fights. Oh yeah, there are boss fights! And they are, at least,
pretty well-made and nicely challenging.

In many respects, I feel the game was limited in being a brick-breaker. The devs have tried to spruce something up which
doesn't lend itself well to HIGH-OCTANE-PLUGMEINANDCRANKUPDATVOLUME meaning that, in order to fit the look-
and-feel, it had to be warped so far beyond comprehension that it's not particularly recognisable any more. So perhaps a bit
more look than substance, but you cannot fault the developers for trying. Maybe not one for those who want an in-depth brick-
breaker. But as a pumped, upbeat arcade-style game with sublime graphics... yeah, why not.. Best Ragdoll game ever
. Web Browser game. Fun and enjoyable but jumping needs tweaking
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Dear Penny,

I remember when we first met. I was a plucky gamer playing games and you were a game on discount waiting to get played. It
was your pixelated graphics radiating Greek mythos, and your "ride or die" attitude that put you right on the top my wishlist. But
when I was with you, it was like you were far away, on another planet, a specter: unbeholden to gravity or friction. (Maybe that
is just you; moving in your own way to your own sweet soundtrack.) I thought the distance I felt would give me the freedom to
be me, but I constantly felt smothered by your myopic gaze. I could never tell if you were scrutinizing me or just holding me
back from seeing the big picture \u2013it was fun Penny, but this isn\u2019t love.

Burgerslave
6\/10. Aside from an anvilicious debate towards the middle that felt like it came out of nowhere, this is a strong follow up to
The Prodigy. Flush with your successes from the previous game, you take part in a reality tv show to form America's next great
Supers Team. Much like Slammed, this game has betrayal, scandal, fame, and public opinion as major themes.

The twists towards the latter half were interesting as well. It's also the first and only of the three that I faced a game-over in.. Its
ok no problems with the game no control issues just a rolling jumping ball, some levels can be infuriating but on my third
sitdown to play I finished it.. Been playing this game since last night and it seems quite fun.(aprox 6hours) Sort of a stardew
valley meets pokemon with a final fantasy combat system.

 Everything seems to work well. Havent gotten too far into the story (been mostly exploring and building up my character since I
have yet to find the best ways to make money and pay off the bank).

Does have a couple of minor bugs and has one performace issue that could really do with being resolved (mainly when there are
too many people on the map it starts to lag -especially when the post man is on the screen.

Would like to see the "e" button accepted as the interact button for those of us using "wasd" style of moving.

 Also really like to be able to switch places with the NPC's or make it so there are fewer single lane walkways on the map so we
can get around them quickly.

Also would like the option to turn off screen jerking around during combat- (or maybe just tune it down a bit)

ENDING
-------
The thing about this game is that it has a lot of really interesting stuff in it (crafting\/combat\/monster training) and I definately
wanted to play a monster training game on PC- and there really arnt that many right now.

Its well worth the price tag. Get it if your bored or cant decide on anything - you wont regret it.. Not much to say about this but
the fact that it's boring. All you're doing is collect random junks scattered at the bottom of the sea, basically. I can see the taste
the developer intended/was trying to add to the game but it's just not working, would've been whole lot better if this was a short
movie with a good story.

Trading cards drop rate is also EXTREMELY slow. My total playtime is pretty much the time I've afk-ed for the sake of cards.
You need patience.. Heyyo, this game fails to be anywhere as entertaining as Carmageddon which it seems to aim to be like...
the campaign mode is not interesting, the driving mechanics are generic so not bad but not great.. the only thing I say it has is
nice graphics.. Recommended, If you love anything Mech, Sci-Fi, Battling Then you sure have to at least give it a shot.. Need to
install open scenery which is free,works fine on my gtx680 card
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